
the fun way to learn English

card games from

Pre-reading level 

school in colours

Practice school and 
colours words.

numbers and colours

Practice numbers and 
colours with three games.

1-12  
11-20
21-1000

reading right 2 

Vowel combinations:
a-e, e-e, i-e, o-e, u-e,
ea, ee, ai, ay.

reading right 4 

More advanced rules:
 al, el, le, ar, ir, ur, as, 
oa, wa, ture.

reading right 1

Best after the ABC game.
Basic reading rules:
a, e, i, o, u, ch, ph, sh, th.

reading right 3 

More basic rules:
alk, all, ce, ci, ck, 
oo, ou, ow, e, y.

the ABC game

Four picture cards 
for each letter.
Letter / sound 
recognition.

    
         

reading right 5 

Advanced reading rules: 
Silent letters: gh, igh, kn, 
t, b, h
Combinations: tion, sion, 
qu, ind.

reading right 6
time to rhyme

Advanced reading 
and spelling through 
rhyming with:
ane, at, ate, ed, ip, 
ite, lue, og, ole, un.

gamelish card games,
fun and beyond.

around the house

Rooms, furniture, 
activities and objects.

Intermediate - advanced reading level 

talking about 
animals

Animal categories, 
names and 
adjectives.

going to work 
combined with grammar

Professions and present 
simple.

what a wonderful 
world

Geography related 
vocabulary.

talking about food

Food categories, 
names and adjectives.

a sense of style

Fashion 
accessories and 
related adjectives.

Elementary reading level

from head to toe

Parts of the body, 
adjectives and idioms. 

days and weather 

Days of the week and 
weather words.

talking about clothes

Clothing words with 
adjectives.

Asking Right / grammar games 

Vocabulary games

Each game focuses on a specific topic
Multiple main word repetitions
More adjectives
Deeper understanding of word order
Extremely efficient!

Memorizing words doesn’t come easy? 
Travel the English word world with Gamelish Vocabulary games!

Reading Right games

From ABC to fluency
Reading rules practice 
Simple & effective
Better pronunciation and spelling
Excellent repetition
Great for beginners 
Helps overcome difficulties in a fun way

Want to teach reading with a smile?
Gamelish Reading Right games. Where fun meets success.  

Turn English teaching into a game. 
Play your way to success!

Improve student motivation
Enhance reading and speaking skills

Encourage social interaction
Facilitate in-lesson communication

Strengthen memory
Reinforce thinking skills

the verb game 

Ten different verbs in four 
basic tenses: 
Future Simple, Present 
Simple, Present Progressive, 
Past Simple.

asking right 1

Present Simple and 
Present Continuous.
Teach how to ask and 
answer questions in the 
Present.
Match the right answer 
and question.

asking right 2

Past Simple and Past 
Continuous.
Teach how to ask and 
answer questions in the 
Past.
Match the right answer 
and question.

asking right 3
the verb to be

Teach how to ask and 
answer questions 
with the verb to be.
Match the right 
answer and question.

asking right 4
adjectives

Teach how to ask and 
answer questions 
with adjectives.
Including Comparison 
and Superlative.
Match the right 
answer and question.

Diverse grammar topics
Multiple tense review
Effective pair work
Creative questions and answers
Ideal for entire class activity!

Are your students fed up with grammar class? 
Get super-creative with Gamelish Asking Right games! 

the passive verb game 

The Passive voice of ten 
different verbs in four 
basic tenses: 
Future Simple, Present 
Simple, Present 
Progressive, Past Simple.

for more information: +972-545488377            www.gamelishcards.com
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When it comes to teaching, fun works!
The best way to motivate your students to improve their English skills is by 
playing games. In this respect, nothing works better than good old "round-the-
table" fun.

gamelish card games are specifically designed for the 
European market and based on the CEFR. The games 
are divided into three categories: reading  (ABC and 
rules), vocabulary by topic and grammar. 

With gamelish, learning English becomes 
easier, more fun and most importantly - 
much more effective!

New
on the website

Download printable 
board games.

More speaking, 
more repetition, 
even more fun!

only
11 NIS

How long have you 
been waiting?

A new concept
Practise Present 
Perfect Continuous 
sentence pattern

NEW
NEW

Have you ever seen it?

A new concept
Practise Present Perfect 
Simple sentence pattern


